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The Fibres

Nua is a blend of merino, yak, and linen. 
Each of these fibres contributes something 
special to create an amazing yarn blend. 

Merino provides a soft, squishy, and versatile 
base. Yak adds a unique silkiness to the yarn 
that knitter fingers will simply love. Finally, 
linen, a fibre with a deep history in Irish 
culture, adds stength and durability.  

Nua is non-superwash, which creates a 
lighter yarn with a bit more bounce, making 
blocking easier and helping projects 
(especially garments) to hold their shape 
nicely.

Sport weight yarns are less common in 
Europe, but I think it is the perfect weight; 
it is light enough to do fine colour work and 
create lighter sweaters, but still knits up 
quickly enough that big projects don’t take 
too long.

In Nua, I hope that knitters will find that 
elusive balance between pleasure, speed, 
beauty and durability.

The Colours

The blend of fibres also work together to 
create rich and interesting colorways. The 
linen absorbs dye differently which allows 
the yarn to have a natural tweed effect, 
and the yak is the key to the subtle colour 
palette. It adds a natural light brown to the 
base yarn so all the colours are just that 
little bit darker in the finished yarn. 

The colours in Nua are some of my 
favourites, inspired by where I live in West 
Cork, Ireland. The wide range of subtle 
natural shades punctuated with some 
vibrant accent colours create a palette of 
seasonally inspired complementary colours 
that are a pleasure to work with and to look 
at.

I hope you will enjoy knitting with Nua as 
much as I’ve enjoyed creating it!

Every designer yearns to create their own yarn from scratch,  
and working with Jeni from Fyberspates and Andy from Chester Wool, 

I got the chance. 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce Nua!



SPORT WEIGHT
Non-Superwash 

 
FIBRE

60% Merino Wool,  
20% Yak, 20% Linen

 
YARDAGE

153 yds / 140 m per 50g

NEEDLES  
3.5-4 mm / US 4-6

GAUGE 
22-24 sts = 4” / 10 cm in st st

Bare Necessities #9806 Kitten Fluff #9810

August Storms #9809

Mosquito Coast #9801



Frog on the Wall #9802

Unexpected Macaw #9804

Hatter’s Teal Party #9803

Rolling Bales #9808

Angry Monkey #9807

Capall #9805





Bare Necessities 
The beautiful natural colour of Nua left 
undyed. The natural light brown colour 
has all the bare necessities needed for a 
perfect yarn.

Kitten Fluff 
This delicate light grey colour invokes the 
softest, most wonderful kitten fur!

August Storms 
A deep intense charcoal grey that feels 
like a huge thunderstorm rolling in over 
the horizon.

In Winter’s Quiet

Barren heathers, steely skies  
and stark trees create a  

wintery Irish beauty.



Mosquito Coast
This deep olive green is a blend of long 
country hedgerows and endless forest 
canopies.

Spring Breaking Through

Finding beautiful greens in Ireland is not exactly a challenge.



Frog on the Wall  
It took awhile to get this lovely vivid 
green just right. The end result reminded 
me of a bright little frog!



Summertime Blues

A clear summer sky in Ireland presents a vibrant palette,  
delicious in its varied and complex blues.

Unexpected Macaw 
A faded denim perfect for lazy, hazy, 
summer daydreams.



Hatter’s Teal Party 
A mad, downright musical teal; bright, 
vibrant, and rich.  Welcome to the party!





Rolling Bales 
The huge bales of hay scattered over the 
Irish fields in late summer are just perfect 
for jumping on and rolling!

Angry Monkey 
This deep red is perfect as a single colour 
or an accent. Why the name? Too much 
Attenborough, I suppose.

Capall 
Capall is the Irish word for horse, and 
this deep, dark brown echoes some lovely 
horse coats.

Autumn’s Embers

Autumn may be might favourite 
season, as the leaves change 
from amber to red to brown.



Dangle

Yarn: Kitten Fluff (5 skeins), August Storms (3 skeins), Unexpected Macaw (2 skeins),  
Angry Monkey (1 skein) 



Finished Length: 81” / 205.5 cm  
Finished Width: 22.5” / 57 cm



Colour (Above): Bare Necessities (1 skein), Rolling Bales (1 skein), and Angry Monkey (1 skein)
Colour (Below): August Storms (2 skeins)

Boherboy



Colour: Hatter’s Teal Party (2 skeins)
To Fit Hand Circumference: 7.75 (8.75)” / 19.5 (22) cm

Finglas



Ravi Nua

Colour: Rolling Bales (7 (8, 9, 10, 11, 11, 12) skeins)
To Fit Bust up to: 31.25 (35, 38.75, 42.75, 47.25, 51, 54.75)”/  
79.5 (89, 98.5, 108.5, 120, 129.5, 139) cm.
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